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============
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We consider the synthesis problem where we are given a specification and some initial (unfinished) design \[[@CR26]\]. The goal is then to finish the design s.t. the resulting system satisfies the given specification. The design can model both the behaviour we can control as well as the uncontrollable behaviour that results from the influence of some external environment. In some sense, the synthesis problem can be seen as a generalization of both model checking and satisfiability, as the initial design can express a high degree of freedom for the controller (allowing us to check for satisfiability) or none at all (model checking).

We study the synthesis problem in a *multi-weighted* setting with nonnegative weights. This allows to reason about resources such as discrete time, energy and cost. In contrast to other works, we investigate the problem for specifications expressed in a *branching-time* recursive modal logic where the accumulated cost of an execution in the system can be bounded both globally and locally. The branching nature of the logic allows us to express both possibility (the existential case), certainty (the universal case) or a mixture of both.Fig. 1.Task scheduling in a heat sensitive environment and the result of applying a strategy to the choices of using fast/slow processor

To argue for the relevance of the problem, we present a simple motivating example. Consider a processor working on a set of tasks. Depending on a set of outside factors such as the state of the hardware, the duration of the sessions etc. it will vary how long a task takes to finish and how much excess heat it produces. We model a simple version of this scenario in a game graph illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. In the initial state (*i*) the processor is idle and does not produce any heat nor complete any tasks. From this state there are two possible actions modelled as transitions annotated with nonnegative weights, representing the number of completed tasks, the time units spent and the amount of excess heat produced. Both of these are controllable (illustrated as solid arrows) and represent a choice we have in either using the regular slow setting (*s*) or to utilize over-clocking to get a faster result (*f*). From each of these states there are two arrows leading back to the idle state. These represent the influence of the environment (and are therefore illustrated as dashed arrows) and differ in the produced excess heat.

We see that as a side result of over-clocking, the processor produces more heat than the regular setting (relative to the spent time units). However, we also see that the number of tasks completed in a single time unit is doubled.

We can now use this model to consider optimistic objectives such as "can we possibly (if the environment cooperates i.e. the arriving tasks are computationally easy) complete 4 tasks within 2 time units?". We can also ensure certain worst case invariant properties like "can we ensure that there is never produced more than 15 units of excess heat within 2 time units?". This specific property keeps us from overheating. We are able to express the conjunction of these properties as the branching time specification allows us to reason about both a single branch (possibility) and all branches (certainty).

For these types of specifications, where we are concerned with the use of resources, the correct choice for the controller in any given state of the game will depend on the values of these resources and the possible future involvement of the environment. In our example it is necessary to at least alternate between over-clocking and regular settings to ensure that we never overheat. However this in itself does not give us a productive enough schedule in the best case. To have the possibility of completing 4 tasks within 2 time units, we must begin with over-clocking the processor as the regular settings will use the entire time span on 2 tasks. In the event that the environment picks the transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f \xrightarrow {(2,1,5)} i$$\end{document}$ we can safely pick the fast option again as our strategy. Otherwise, we must choose the slow option not to risk overheating. If we unfold the game according to this informally presented strategy we get a structure like the multi-weighted Kripke structure illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b on which we can verify our objectives.

*Our Contributions.* We present a recursive modal logic with semantics defined over a nonnegative multi-weighted extension of Kripke structures. We consider this formalism in a game theoretic setting and investigate both the model checking problem (essentially a single player with no choice) and the synthesis problem (two players representing a controller and an uncontrollable environment). For model checking we show that the problem is EXPTIME-complete.

Synthesis in a branching-time setting is challenged by the fact that it is not compositional in the structure of the formula. Consider the game presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a with a winning condition stating that we are able to reach *s* before completing the first task (i.e. the first component is equal to 0) and at the same time we are able to reach *f* before completing the first task. Separately, each subformula has a winning strategy as we can reach either *s* or *f* before completing the first task. However, when these two formula are considered in conjunction, there is no winning strategy. As a result, all subformulae in a conjunction must be kept together as we require a uniform control strategy choice for all of them. To deal with this complication, we provide a translation to a suitable weight-annotated normal form and show that the synthesis problem can then be solved in 2-EXPTIME by reducing it to the calculation of the maximal fixed-point assignment on a dependency graph \[[@CR23]\]. Last, we provide an NEXPTIME lower-bound for the synthesis problem.

*Related Work.* One reason to use quantities is to argue about the performance of a system \[[@CR1], [@CR3], [@CR4]\] while another reason is to model and optimize quantitative aspects of a system such as the use of resources. In this paper we consider the latter approach and study a quantitative version of branching-time logic for specifying winning conditions in a weighted game. An obvious choice for such a logic is some variant of weighted CTL. Indeed this type of logic has previously been considered for model checking  \[[@CR2], [@CR5], [@CR13], [@CR15], [@CR23]\] where (some subset) of CTL is extended to express bounds on the accumulated cost of the resources. We have taken inspiration in these logics but have chosen to look at a more general type of logic, namely a modal logic with recursive definitions. Our syntax is inspired by the weighted version of the alternation-free modal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$-calculus presented in \[[@CR22]\] which was studied in the context of satisfiability checking.

In regards to synthesis, the problem was for expressive logics like $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu -$$\end{document}$calculus and its sub-logics such as CTL, LTL and CTL\* \[[@CR9], [@CR18]--[@CR20], [@CR24], [@CR25], [@CR28]\]. However, the synthesis problem is still open for many quantitative extensions of these logics, and to our knowledge there is no work on quantitative branching-time logics in this area. Synthesis has been studied in a weighted setting in the form of energy, mean-payoff and weighted parity games \[[@CR6], [@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR17], [@CR17]\]. Objectives that allow one to reason (in conjunction) about several complex quantitative requirements on a system has only recently received attention \[[@CR27]\].

The main novelty of our work is that we consider a branching-time logic for expressing the specifications, allowing us to capture, at the same time, the quantitative goals for both the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios as demonstrated in our introductory example. Similar objectives are pursued in \[[@CR8]\].

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

An *n*-Weighted Kripke Structure (*n*-WKS) is a tuple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A run in *K* is a sequence of states and transitions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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RML and the Model Checking Problem {#Sec3}
==================================

We can now define our logic.

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------
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Remark 1 {#FPar2}
--------
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The semantics of an RML equation system is defined by the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 2 {#FPar3}
------------
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In the remainder of the paper, we assume, unless otherwise indicated, that the model checking problem for an *n*-WKS *K* and an RML equation system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2 {#FPar4}
--------
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Consider now the following properties used in our motivating example.

It is always the case that the produced excess heat never exceeds 15 units within 2 time units.There is a possibility of completing 4 tasks within 2 time units.

We now formalise the conjunction of these objectives as an RML equation system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finite Representation {#Sec4}
---------------------

Given a finite *n*-WKS and an RML equation system over the finite set of variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 1 (Equivalence of the cut semantics) {#FPar6}
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### Proof (Sketch) {#FPar7}

We show by structural induction on the formula $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2 (Hardness of Model Checking) {#FPar8}

The model checking problem is EXPTIME-hard, already for an *n*-WKS *K* with a single weight.

### Proof {#FPar9}
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We now reduce the problem of deciding which player is the winner of the countdown game (*Q*, *R*) given the configuration (*q*, *c*) to deciding the model checking problem for an *n*-WKS and an RML equation system. We create the 1-WKS $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 1 {#FPar10}

**(Model Checking Complexity).** Given an *n*-WKS and an RML equation system, the model checking problem is EXPTIME-complete.

### Proof {#FPar11}

The upper-bound follows from Lemma [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} and noticing that the fixed-point computation (based on the cut semantics) runs in exponential time; there are at most exponentially many cut configurations and it takes at most an exponential number of rounds to reach the fixed point. The lower-bound is by Lemma [2](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Game Theoretic Framework {#Sec5}
========================

In this section we introduce multi-weighted two-player games, where one player acts as the controller and one player act as the uncontrollable environment. We end the section by expressing the synthesis problem as the problem of finding a winning strategy for the controller in such a game.

Definition 4 {#FPar12}
------------

**(***n***-Weighted Game Graph).** An *n*-Weighted Game Graph (n-WGG) is a tuple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 5 {#FPar13}
------------

**(Game).** An *n*-Weighted Game (n-WG) is a tuple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In an *n*-WG the controller's actions are based on a *strategy* that specifies which transition to take at a given position. Formally a strategy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 6 {#FPar14}
------------

**(Strategy).** A strategy for the controller is a function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the uncontrollable actions, we are forced to consider all possible options as the winning condition allows us to reason about branching properties. Based on the strategy's choices and all choices available to the environment, we unfold the game into an *n*-WKS on which we can verify the objective.

Definition 7 {#FPar15}
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Definition 8 {#FPar16}
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We return to the motivating example of a processor completing a set of tasks introduced earlier. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Dependency Graphs {#Sec6}
=================

To solve the synthesis problem we shall propose a reduction to the problem of calculating the maximal fixed-point assignment of a dependency graph. A dependency graph \[[@CR23]\] is a pair $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 2 {#FPar17}
---------

**(**\[[@CR23]\]**).** There is a linear time (on-the-fly) algorithm to compute the maximal fixed point of a dependency graph.

On-the-Fly Synthesis Algorithm for *n*-WG {#Sec7}
=========================================

We shall now present our encoding of the synthesis problem to the problem of calculating the maximal fixed-point assignment of a dependency graph. The initial idea is that given a game $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The first challenge in the encoding is to keep track of which parts of the winning condition must be considered together (i.e. cannot be looked at compositionally). We can analyse disjunction compositionally by decomposing it to the individual disjuncts. However, for conjunction, we must consider the whole formula together as the controller's choice must be done in agreement with all subformulae. As a consequence of keeping all conjuncts together, the reset operator may force us to evaluate the same subformula for (possibly several) different cost vectors at any given point.

This technical challenge is solved by annotating the basic formulae with weight vectors under which they must be evaluated. Then we transform the weight annotated formulae into a disjunctive normal form such that we can separate the disjuncts (as they can be solved independently) and then for a given disjunct select one controllable transition. To create such an annotated normal form, we now propose a more succinct notation for evaluating a formula with respect to multiple different cost vectors.
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Determining a Winning Move {#Sec8}
--------------------------
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Dependency Graph Encoding {#Sec9}
-------------------------

We are now ready to present the encoding of the synthesis problem to the computation of the maximal fixed-point assignment on a dependency graph. The encoding consists of two types of nodes. Either $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$, we create hyper-edges to intermediate nodes which explore each possible strategy (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}e).From the intermediate node, we create a hyper-edge with a target node for each outgoing transition. Each target node records the last state and updates the remaining formula based on the move function (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}f). Goto step 1.If there are no outgoing controllable transitions, we combine steps 4 and 5 and explore all mappings and advance the formula by one step (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}g). Fig. 5.Encoding of the synthesis problem
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                \begin{document}$$\langle s, \psi \rangle $$\end{document}$ we follow the assignment through either Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}e and Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}f, or Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}g and extract the strategy from the intermediate node (if there is one). We generate the runs used for the next strategy choices based on the final transitions. If there is no remaining winning condition to satisfy (or no way of satisfying it in the future) we go to Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c or [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}d.

### Lemma 3 (Correctness of the encoding) {#FPar19}
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### Theorem 3 {#FPar20}

The synthesis problem for *n*-WGs is in 2-EXPTIME.

### Proof {#FPar21}

To show that the problem is in 2-EXPTIME, we first notice that given a game $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hardness of the Synthesis Problem {#Sec10}
---------------------------------

We shall now argue that the synthesis problem is NEXPTIME-hard. This is proved by a reduction from Succinct Hamiltonian path problem.

### Definition 10 {#FPar22}
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### Lemma 4 {#FPar23}

The Succinct Hamiltonian problem is NEXPTIME-complete.

### Proof {#FPar24}

In \[[@CR12]\] the succinct Hamiltonian path problem is proved NEXPTIME-complete where the edge relation is defined by a Boolean circuit. The Boolean formula representation is obtained by employing the Tseytin transformation.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 4 {#FPar25}

The synthesis problem for *n*-WGs is NEXPTIME-hard.

### Proof {#FPar26}

By polynomial time reduction from Succinct Hamiltonian problem. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First, let us assume that there is a Hamiltonian path in *G*, i.e. a sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

We presented a recursive modal logic with semantics defined over a nonnegative multi-weighted extension of Kripke structures. We proved that the model checking problem is EXPTIME-complete and EXPTIME-hard even for a single weight. We then introduced the synthesis problem given multi-weighted two-player games (with a controller and an environment as players) with objectives formulated in the recursive modal logic and with the game-arena given by a multi-weighted Kripke structure. We proved that the synthesis problem is in 2-EXPTIME and is NEXPTIME-hard. The containment result is achieved by a (doubly exponential) reduction to dependency graph that allows for on-the-fly algorithms for finding the maximum fixed-point value of a given node. It required a nontrivial treatment of conjunctive subformulae, as in the branching-time setting we have to guarantee that uniform choices of controllable transitions are made across all formulae in a conjunction.
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